Declaration of Interdependence

More than the temperatures are soaring at CVHS.

Collaborative visioning, a well-defined strategic plan direction and exceptionally skilled talent provisions the CVHS' growth, heating up our passion to achieve excellence as innovative world leaders in healthcare, research and professional education.

Alumni Society partnership is part of the plan.

We must work together to achieve the highest level of social and environmental standards. High performance, integrity, transparency, accountability and trust are our requirements.
Because...

- Our people matter
- Our alumni are our customers
- Quality education advances all of us
- Our profession should benefit animals, humans and the environment
- We are responsible for future generations
- Our service is deployable

How do we, as alumni, help deliver success? Through interdependence. Which brings me to...

Alumni Society Help Wanted

Graduates from years 2000 -2018 to join our team on the Alumni Society Exec Board. Help shape and balance the alumni purpose to build a sustainable, diverse and inclusive constituency for the continuation of successful alumni programming at OSU and CVHS.

Interested? Apply at Alumni Society President 405-513-3336 (Kim Morey, DVM '90) or Alumni Affairs Specialist (Sharon) 405-612-5359.

Friday Bit Circulation Increase

The Friday Bit digital distribution began several years ago with an initial circulation to CVHS Class Representatives. Since that time, through subscription and alumni interest, circulation has increased 268%, resulting in Dean Risco's decision to make the Friday Bit available to all alumni!

If you had not previously subscribed to the Friday Bit, you are receiving it now for the first time. BTW, for those long layovers or extended gate stays, back issues are available at archive

The migration to integrated distribution lists involves a wee bit of alchemy so I ask for your patience during the redistribution process.

If you have previously unsubscribed and receive the email again, well, breaking up is never easy. If it is truly over between us, go ahead and unlove me at the "change email preferences" link in the footer.


Digital Kiosk Available

Access is digitally available to the McElroy Hall lobby kiosk! Navigation is achieved through the icons at the bottom of the linked screen to view CVHS class composites, campus maps, stats, and web. Check out the hairstyles back-in-the-day, (yes, hair!) Go now!
It's F R I D A Y!
A sizzler in Cowboy country. Shout out to all the flowers growing through concrete.

(follow me @sworrelokstate)